tions-the inclusion of calisthenics in training, the publishing of dance music with pianoforte accompaniment, new choreography, a nd changes in the style for men and women. Similarly the subsequent generations of the family have adapted to fa shion and economic circumstances in their teaching.
The first of the family known to have been a dance master was John [who spelt his surname Low) of Brechin, Scotland, admitted in 1785 as a Master Shoemaker to the Incorporated Craft of Shoemaking. As was usual at that period, h e probably provided the music for his instruction by playing the fiddle. According to his son, Joseph Lowe, he was the composer of the well known dance tune, 'Rachel Rae'. The dancing masters of succeeding generations of the family continued to use a fiddle well into the 20th century when Charlotte Lowe teaching in Christchurch is remembered as disciplining h er pupils with a smart tap of the violin STOUT CENTRE REVIEW NOVEMBER 19 92 5 bow. The Lowe history traces the survival of the ideal ofthe JOSE PH EAGER LOWE (MELBOURNE) 18th-century dancing master-a complete musician as well
The Journal came to J oseph Eager Lowe in Melbourne and as dancer-to a hitherto unimagined extent.
it probably gave him the confidence in 1869 to seek a Two of the children of Melbourne's Joseph Lowe were dance teachers : Joseph and Charlotte, both of whom taught in Christchurch, New Zealand. Charlotte lived at Rangiora, never married, and taught both at her home and for many years at Rangiruru Girls School. Joseph, her brother, came to New Zealand first as a visiting teacher; he travelled from Melbourne every year for 10 years before settling in Christchurch. With the Depression of the 1930s, and the difficulties of making a living from dance, Joseph moved to Otago and worked in Dunedin a nd Invercargill. He attempted to set up in roller skating which was popular at the time. The family collection of dance books was held by Joseph and passed to his son Joseph Matthew Lowe who had married Pamela Trimmer.
DANCE TEACHERS IN THE LOWE FAMILY

PAMELALOWE
Pamela had been an outstanding dancer, winning ballet competitions as a child, and performing with touring companies as a young adult. She established a teaching studio in the Hutt Valley, Wellington. Joseph Lowe assisted her with the stage props for her ballet students' performances. In this generation the Lowe activities changed from Scottish ballroom dancing to ballet -both forms of dance, particularly as they involved the teaching of children, being concerned with deportment and grace of movement which extended to refinement in social intercourse.
Among the pupils of Pamela Lowe were her younger brothers and sisters, including Jon Trimmer, now principal dancer of The Royal New Zealand Ballet, who remembers that the Lowe book collection was often consulted during his student days: passages from the Journal were read to the family, and the 18th century dance-notations of the Tomlinson manuscript excited interest. 
